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ABSTRACT: The phenomena to be erplained in terms of scientifrc principles may be termed the
,content' of a science. Behavioral cut€nt is organized at the level of individual organisms' Iluman
behavioral repertoires are unique and complex organizations of activity/environment rel,ations. The
content of human behavior is accounted for in terms of evolutionaqr pFocessles occuring at the
behavioral level of anallsis, during the lifetime of individual organisms. Culatral cont€nt originates when
behavioral repertoires of two or mors infividrrats form an enduringunit that has the possibili$rof lasting
beyond the lifitirne of those individuals. Evolutionary prooesses occurring at the cultul€l level of analysis
acc.ount for cultu:al practices t}rat extend across generations. The units tlnt come into existence a-s a
rcsult of behavioral and cultursl evolutionary pFocesses are the contcnt of behavioral and cultural
sciences. Science-based solutions to human problems involve making use ofknowledge ofbehavioral and
cultural processes to bring about change in behavioral and cultural cut€nL

One of the primary values of science is the support it provides the public in
solving various kinds of problems. The physical sciences have provided the basis
for solutions to an a.stounding rrariety of practical problems dr:ring the past few
- hundred years; and the biological sciences have provided the basis for modern
medicine with associrated increases in sundvaf longevity, and quality of life.
Although it is axiomatic that some of the products of science-ba.sed technologies pose
serious problerns for humankind, the hr:man 'misusen of technolory is a problem of
human behavior and of the cr.rltural practices in which it is embedded-not a
problem with technolory itself. We know of few people who would Prefer to live
without rather tban with hot water heaters, air conditioning, indoor plumbing,
antibiotics, analgesics, innerspring mattresses or computers. We agree with Skirurer
(1g5S) that the human misgss of technologl can be viewed a.s the result of the vast
pheno'{iscrepancy between our scientific understamding of physical and biological
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mena and our scientific understanding of behavioral and cultural phenomena- In
short, ignorant of how our own behavior comes to be and changes, and how our
cultural practices guarantee replication of that behavior in others, we are in a poor
position to ensure that our physical and biological technologies don't pose serious
threats to life on earth (o-ong other potential side effects).
Because behavioral and cultural subject matters intersect, opportunities are
alforded for conceptr:al integration that may bear upon integrated solutions in the
world of human alfairs. The relation of behavioral to cultural phenomena tras been
of growing interest to scientists on both sides (e.g., Biglan, 1991; Glenn, 1988;
Ifurris, 1964, 1984; I.^mgl, 1991; Uoy4 1985; Malagodi, 1986; Malagodi & Jackson,
1989; Malott, 1988; Rakos, 1988, 1989; Vargas, 1985).
TVe seekto continue the process ofexploring how these subject matters relate
to one another. First we distinguish between pr?cess arrd contcnl as they pertain
to phenomena of scientific interest. Next, we consider levels of organization in
behavioral and cultr:ral contcnt. Then we turn to prtlcess at the two levels; and
furally, we consider intervention at the two levels.

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN PROCESS ATVD CONTEI{T

The phenomena to be explained in terms of scientific principles may be
termed the "contentn of a science. Those phenomena may have a nnoun-liken
eharacter or a nverb-like" cbaracter (flineline & Wanchisen, 1989). For example,
organisms, planets, and cells appear as nthingsn to the human obsenrer and they
usually are the first kind of phenomena to which investigators turn. Phenomena
tliat have s vg1!-like character, like the firing of ner:ve cells and the ac'tivity of
orgzrni$ns, seem harder to conceptualize in terms of r.rnits of scientifrc analysis.
Whether the phenomena of interest are verb-like or noun-liks, trq$'syer, their
existence in space-time and their organization comprise the content to be explningd
by principles and/or laws pertaining to that content.
The content of human behavior may be rougtrly characterized as what people
do and say. A science of behavior must account for the fact that dilferent people
behave differently and that one person behaves dilferently at different times and
pliaces. Jane regularly tunes in the rock station on the radio and her brother Jim
turns the dinl fs classical; however, Jim tunes in the rock station every time Jane's
friend Snsan is visiting. Ttrese are examples of behavioral contcnt and they are
arnorrg the phenomena to be identified and explained
Explanation of behavioral phenomena may take a variety of forms, as does
explanation in other scientific arenas. One goal of scientifrc inquiry is to fornulate
principles or liaws that accor:nt for the origins, the form, the frequency, and/or the
internal structure of the phenomena gornFrising the subject matter. Statenents of
lavful relations may be considered descriptions of prucesses
at the level
of integration of the subject matter under study. For example, behavioral principles
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describe the processes that accor:nt for the fact, tllgit both Jane and Jim turn on the
radio, that they usually tune in dilferent stations, and that Jim sometimes tunes in

one station and sometimes another.

In

short, behavioral principles describe

processes and e:cplain content.
The processes that account for differences in Jane and Jim's radio-ttrning are
the same processes that account for completely different behavioral content in other

ildivifltrals. Ttrus, behavioral principles are content-free,

even though specific
behavioral content was examined in order to formul,ate the principles. The content
that has been used most often in the experimental analysis of behavior has been in
the form of bar pressing or key peeking. But this is as irrelevant as is the fact that
evolutionar;r biologists use fruit flies and bacteria to stu-dy processes of biological
evolution which they clnirn account for the existence of homo sapiens as surely as
they accorurt for the existence of bacteria and fruit flies.
Some behavior analysts are interested in developing general principles that
describe the ways in which behavioral units come into existence, how they evolve,
maintain e1 disaPpear, their frequenry relative to other units, the rrarious ways in
which they can be related to antecedent stimu}atiorq etc. In short, they are
interested in theprocesses that account for behavioral content. If the physical and
biological sciences are predictive, a small number of desctiptive principles will be
able to account for a nast range of behavioral content. Behavioral principles have
been formulated as a result of experimental analfis of behavioral units constructed
in higttly controlled environments. Tlreir generality is then assessed. by way of
research in more natural settings, where uncontrolled nariables abound (ef.
Johnston and Perurypacker, 1980, chap. 19). Whether in laboratories or natural
settings, researchers interested in behavioral pftresses eonstruct behavior the
content of which is selected on the basis of convenience, not on the basis of its
social irnportance.
Other researchers use the experimental method to assess techniques designed
to alter specific behavioral content. The social need to bring about change in
particular behavioral content is what drives the experimental work of these
researchers. When applied behavior analysts study the conditions that account for
change in specified behavioral content, their choice of ways to manipulate
environmental events reflects their underst^nding of behavioral pnccesses. Selecting
and erraluating intenrention techniques requires knowledge of behavioral processes
and knowledge of specific dimensions of the activity/environment relations under
examination. Applied behavior analysts tend to work with a specific populatio4 or
a specific problem, or in a specilic setting because their own discriminative
repertoires are acquired with respect to content that is characteristic of that
Popr'l'tioq problem' or setting. The principles that describe behavioral processes
provide the framework within which specilic behavioral retrations are understoodT?rat eonceptrrsl framework enhances transfer sf skills to new populations, problems,
and settings.
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In the domain of cultural

analysis, the task of formul,ating general principles
that describe cultural processes may be even more diffrcult than in the behavioral
domain. First, the unifs sf nnabrsis are bbth verb-like and even more abstract ttran
are behavioralJevel units of analysis. Secon4 cultural units exist over extended
time, often beyond the lifetime of individual scientists. TIdr4 it is difficrdt to create
an nexperimental unit" (comparable, say, to a pigeon's operant bar press) because

the cultural unit will involve the behavior of multiple individuals. Thus, in order
to formulate principles that describe evolutionary processes at the cultural level
cr:Itural analysts must rely much more heavily on extensive knowledge of extant
cultural content, which is the business of ethnography.
By considering ethnographic information in the context of archeological data,
scientists s21 rnake inferences regarding past cuttural content. Principles ofcultural
evolution might then be formul,ated to expl,ain the crrltural eontent. Ttrus, cultural
evolutionists (like wolutionarlr biologists) begin by working backward.s, formulating
general principles on the basis of relations currently existing between cultural
practices and environmental conditions under which the practices occur. The
cataloguing of cultural content, then, is something of a prerequisite for fornulating
lawful relations tbat describe cultural processes.
ORGA}IIZATION OF COI{TEMT

IN BEI{AVIORAL AND CT'LTURAL ANALYSF
Behavioral content is organized at the level of individual organisms. That is
the reason tbat the cperimental analysis of behavior uses single subject
methodologr. It is only with respect to a "ingle organism tbat a behavioral history
tras meaning. One can ascertain if the principles describing behavioral processes are
generalizable only if the processes can be replicated to produce both similnr and
dilferent behavioral content in other organisms. This is similar to Harris's (1979)
point that cultural principles must account for both similarities and differences in
the practices of different cultures. For example, the same principles must account
both for the fact that several Mideastern cultures eschew pork and the fhct that
pork is a primary food source in American culture, especially in the South (Ilarris,
1985).

What does it mean, thougtl to say tbat behavioral content is organizzd at the
level of individual organisms? A human repertoire is not simply a compendium
of unrelated behaviors any more than an organism is a pile of rurrelated cells. The
professional work of some bebaviorists involves working with organisms who are the
locus of extremely complex relatiorrs between activity and environment-that is the
very meaning of npersonn (Lee, 1988). These professionals (often clinicians) must
understand the interplay between behavioral processes and bebavioral content
(GleruU 1987). Such a requirement probably accounts for the few attempts behavior
analysts bave made to account for the content and organization of complex
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behavioral repertoires (e.g., Schwartz & Goldiamon4 1975; Lubinski & Thompson'
1986).

of
Ttre content of hgman repertoires comes into existence during the lifetime
For
simple.
quite
each individual, and early behavioral relations aPPear to be
only
example, an infant may leara to turn in the direction of sounds, then to turn
so
and
occtlr'
when certain sopnds occur, then to turn ald coo when those sound's
be irreducible
forth. One might consider the first behavioral units to aPpear to nheterogenousn
(into
ald
"homogeneousn
units. When these gnits are compognded
1986), higher-order units are
Thompson'
&
to
Lubinski
combinations according
kinds of relations with
complex
formed. These units are then brought into more
(for
environmental events, which allow for unlimited permutations and combinations
exanple, the conditional control of generalized imitation). Higher-order units are
formed in which dilferent combinations of the basic units firnction interchangeably
under third-order or for:rth-order conditional control'
The point is that a behavioral repertoire is a unique 6n6 semplex organization
(even
of activity/environment relations. If every snowflake is unique, every person
an identical twin) is profoundly unique. Considering the billions of ways that an
indiyiflrrnt's behavioral repertoire could be organized with respect to environmental
emong individual
events, it may seem odd that we can detect any similarities at all
repertoires. (lhe satisfaction we take in finding a "kindred spirit" suggests the
rarity of such occupence). There are enough simil,arities tmong repertoires'
of
however, to allow most of us to get by; and the reason is that the repertoires
individual humans are for:med in the context of cultural practices.
When behavioral relations that define some of the content of one organism's
repertoire are replicated in the repertoires of other people in a sociocultural system'
ncultural practicen. Cultural practices may range
the replicated behavior is called a
in complexity from a sirnFle practice like macaque monkeys washing their potatoes
in a stream to a complex practice like the child-rearing practices of a segment of a
population (for example, American middle class). The increasing complexity of
behavioral repertoires, within and across human generations, and the rapid changes
in environments into which hgmans are born are the results of the increasing
complexity of crrltural entities. So we turn now to organization at the cultural level
of analysis.
Cultural entities have their own level of organizatiorl although there appears
to be little agreement nrnong cultural analysts regarding the nature of the entities
so organized- If cultural evolution is to be e:rplained, cultural entities must be
origin'
specifred in such a way as to clarifr the processes tbat account for their
na
culture evolves when practices [that began with
Skirurer (1gBU86) stated that
solving
one behaving individuall contribute to the success of the practicing gouP in
its problemsn (1986, p. 74). Ilarris (1984/86) cfiticized tJre way Skinner
ncharaclerizes the contingencies responsible for cultural selectionn and Skinner's
failure to define ng.orrpn (1986, p. 46). Although we will build on both their
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contributions, integration will require going beyond both.
Cultural phenomena are built on behavioral phenomena, which is not to say
they ean be reduced to behavioral phenomena (any more than behavioral
phenomena can be reduced to physicochemical events). One cultural-level entity
identified by llarris (19e) is a nomoclone. From a behavioral perspective, a
nomoclone is a cultural unit comprised of interlocking behavioral contingencies. The
interlocking contingencies involve the behavior of two or more in6iyiflrrsls, as it
occurs in a particular context and is repeated across time. A nomoclone is a1
instance of a cultural practice, defined in terms of the behavior of the specific
individuals who participate. It requires repetition of behavioral content whieh
entails repetition of behavioral contingencies. An example of a rather complex
nomoclone is Sue and Jim Smith's s1111rrel 4th of July party. It can be specified as
a nomoclone because 1) the same people are involved everyyear (Sue, Jim and both
their parents), 2) the behavior of each of the ildiyiflrrals is embedded in a series of
interactions that produce an outcome that results from their aggregated behavior,
3) the interactions are roughly the same from one year to the next and they
produce roughly the same outcome.
If the interactions and the outcome remain rougtrly the sgme even alller some
of the people are repl,aced by others, the entity is called a permaclone. Nomoclone
or permaclone, the cultural entrty is defined by the content of the interlocking
behavioral contingencies. No cultural entity would exist without organisms, but it
is the behador of orgarrisms that provide the building blocks for cultural content.
Each person in a contemporarlr sociocultural system acquires his/her
behavioral repertoire in the context of many dillerent pennaclones. To the extent
that the peruaclones provide compatible behavioral contingeneies, the person,s
repertoire will be nintegrated". In *y case, the bebavioral content ctraracteristic of
a person is a product of the specific interlocking contingencies in which the behavior
is embedded. That is, the behavioral contingencies that account for the content of
individual behavior are themselves part of the content of a cultural entrty. T,itrg
behavioral repertoires, permaclones are identifiable by their content. A
permaclone's content is specified by the particular content of the interlocking
behavioral contingencies of which it is comprised.
Permaclones, Iike behavioral r:nits, may combine to forn more complex
cultural units; and those units may be integrated in even more complex units.
These cultural-level units clearly are not organized at the level of individual
organisms. Their boundaries circumscribe the interlocking behavior of a number
of organisms. And it is the interlocking contingencies, not the organisms, that
corxtitute the cultural entities; those contingencies can (and do, if the permaclone
continues in existence) form a structure that remains intact even when participating
orgzrnisms change from time to time.
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BEI{AVIORAL AND CIILTTIRAL PROCESSES
Principles that describe processes occurring at the behavioral and cultural
levels are explanatory devices. They explain the origins of extant behavioral and
cultural content and speciS the means by which new behavior is acquired during
the lifetime 6f indif iflrrels and how new cultural practices develop.
T'he processes described by behavioral principles are evolutionary processes,
but not the processes of biological evolution. Bebavioral processes share some
conceptual sirnilarities with the processes desc'ribed by the principles of evolutionarlr
biolory, but they difler regarding the units whose existence, form, and frequenry
they explain. Further, behavioral processes are the pru dtrcts of biological evolution.
Therefore, behavioral evolution and biological evolution are related to one another
substantively as well as being members of the logical class nevolutionary processesn.
Behavioral Evolution
Selection as a causal mode plays a fiurdarnental role in both behavioral and
cultural processes (Skinner, 1981/86). The behavioral content of individtral

repertoires has its origin in the selection pr(resses of reinforcement, extinctiort and
punishment. Other behavioral processes, such as unlearned genernlization, stimulus
control, and conditional control work in conjunction with behavioral selection in
produeing behavioral content (cf. Staddon il1d $imrnsftng, L}TL). As in the case
of biological evolution, the products of these processes become more cornplex a1d
more numerous in kind.
In terms ofthe content theycan produce, biological evolutionar5r processesate
constrained by the characteristics of the earth in which those processes are
grounded. SimilarlS behavioral processes are constrained by the characteristics of
organisms in which they are grounded" In additioq behavioral processes are
constrained by the rlirngnsisns of the environment with which each specific
organism interacts. Ttris means that even though the sa'ne behavioral processeg
account for the content of each human repertoire, the content will always be unique
and trniquely organized. An individual repertoire may be likened to a behavioral
universe--a universe of unique behavioral relations, the historical continuity of which
is grounded in an individual organism-much as the known biological universe is
historically grounded in the planet earth (Glenru 1gg1).
Experimental analysis of behavior has resulted in the formrrletion of principles
describing processes of behavioral evolution. Although experimental anatysis at the
cultural level may be diflicult, one might ask whether evolutionary processes ooeur
at the cultr-rral level. Do natural selection and behavioral seleetion together account
for the evolution of ctrltural practices, or does some additional kind of selection by
consequences occur at the cultural level?
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Cultural Evolution

In order to claim that some kind of selection by consequences ocrurs at the
cultural level one must eventually specifr what is selected and what evolves. It has
been over 130 years since Darwin and Wallace publicly suggested natural selection
as the mechanism accounting for the existence and evolution of species. Atthough
biologists do appear to agree that species are what evolves, they are not in general
agreement as to what a species is (Mayr, lggg). And although they are agreed
that
characteristics of the physical environment (including other species) are the nnature,,
that selects, they don't agree on the unit of selection. Some say organisms are
selected' some say genes or gene combinations, some say populations of organisms
(Brandon & Budan' 1984). If we consider evolutionary biologr
an appropriate
model of scientific effort, it wiU not be necessary to have formulated all the answers
to the most basic questions before pursuing any others. Accordingly, we put forth
below suggestions for consideration as to what evolves and how the selection process
operates at the cultural level.
A Unit of Cultural Evolution
Cultural practices are what change over time, but the unit of analysis mr:st
be clearly specified- One featurerequired of a cultural unit of analysis
is that it be
capable of extending in time beyond a single generation. Another feature

required
(at lea.st if explanation is to remain naturalistic) is that the cultural
unit be based
on obsenrable objects and/or events. In ac.cordance with the latter requirement,
both Ilarris (1964) and Skinner (lgb3, Lggl/g6), take behavior to be the basis
of
ctltural entities. We have previously suggested that each behaving individual's
repertoire is a unique behavioral universe; but elements of a behavioral universe
may enter into functional relations with elements of another behavioral universe
to
form higher-order entities-in the present case, culturar units.
The unit of evolution (what evolves) in biological evolution is the species; the
unit of evolution in behavioral evolution is the operant. The unit of evolution in
cultural evolution must be given a name if we are to be able to talk about it.
We
shall go along with the term permaclone because that term, as defined
by previous
writers, provides a starting point for us here. The basic elements of a pemaclone
were elucidated by llarris ($g). Those elements include 1) repeated
enactments
of a scene, 2) by a goup of individrrars, 3) the personnel of which group clunges
gradually over time. Glenn (1988, 1991) examined what "repeated
enactments of a
scenen might mean from the perspective of a behavior analyst.
Such enactments
were conceptualized a.s interlocking behavioral contingencies in which the
operant
behavior of each participating individual was maintained by contingencies provided
by the behavior of others and the products of that behavior.
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Naming the cultural unit that evolves a permaclone creates certain difficr:lties.
TTre term has a profoundly neun-like character and thus pl,aces
undue focus on
organisrns' But cultural entities are firmly grounded in behavior and
better
chatactet'tzed as nverb-like't-characterized as ,paltern in
actiuity" rather than
"strurture in stuff' as Hineline and wanchisen (19gg, p. 22g) put
the ca"e with
respect to bebavior itself. The content of a permaclone is
not characterized by the
participating organisms but by the behavior of those organisms.
Because organisms
are so solid and concrete, though, and behavior is so fleeting
and evanescent, it is
diffrcult to foctrs on the behavior as the figure and the organisrns
as the ground in
a peruaclone (cf. Hineline, 1986). Perhaps such a focus is
even more difficult to
maintain with respect to cr:ltural content than it is with respect
to behavioral
content.
Strictly speaking, however, the character of a permaclone is not captured
even
by focusing on the behavioral content of its participants. It
is the interlocking
behauioral contingencies that comprise the content of a pernaclone.
firese
contingencies are what last across generations and the interlocking
contingencies are
what change when the permaclone evolves.
If the content of permaclones is interlocking behavioral contingencies, then
cultura! evolution must be accounted for in terms of the origrn
and maintenance of
such interlocking contingencies. Skinner (19g1/g6)
ctrltural
selection is
nselection
of a third kind". But how does it occur? ",rgg""La

Cultural Selection

If

selection by consequences oceurs at the eultural levef and
the qnit of
evolution is the permaclone, how do consequences account
for the existence of
permaclones? Paraphrasing Glenn (1ggg), permaclones produce
cor6equences as a
function of the aggtegate behavior of the interlocking behavioral
contingencies. The
cultural level consequences are distinguished from behavioral level
consequences in
this way: A behavioral consequence is contingent on the activity of
a single
organism and it selects the behavior of that individual only.
A cultural outcome is
a change in the environment that results from ti,.e aggrcgatc bel*..'i,or in the
interlocking behavioral contingencies that constitute a particular peruaclone.
The
changes in. the environment produced by the aggregate behavior
of permaclones may
then function (either shortly, much liater, or in a gradr:ally increasing
fashion) to
strengthen the interlocking contingencies (constituting the permaclone)
or weaken
them.1

Cultural consequences will be designated as noutcomes,' to distinguish them
from behavioral consequences. such outcomes mry alfect the future of the
perrnaclone in one of several ways. First, the outcome of
the interlocking
contingencies (i.e.,'changes produced in the environment) may render
the curent

practice outdated or insulfrcient to maintain the unity of the permaclone
- thus the

:
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di'appear' The population
pergurclone (interlocking behavioral contingencies) may

comprised the permaclone may scatter and their
behavior enter into new perslaclones.
of the
The failure of various savings and loan institutions is an example
the outcomes of the
disappearance of numerous Perslaciones that resulted from
institutions
practices of those permaclones. The individuals who worked at those
of
but the practices the extant
-ry t" working at other institutions now,
institutions,
institutions dilfer (one hopes) somewhat from the practices of the failed
somewhat
having
thus the individrral's behavior now participates in a permaclone
ho"
probably
dilferent content. The content of the behavior of those individuals
individuals'
those
changed nlse, dus to changes in behavioral contingencies for
environrnental
second, the outcome of a practice may be insulfrcient to meet
whose
population
the
requirements an4 as a result, the organisrns constituting
of its
practices comprise the permaclone fail to sgrvive. In this ca.se, the bebavior
of cultural
members would not be represented in other permaclones and this "line
with which we are
descent" would cea.se entirely. Because sociocultural systems
in which
familiar are so large and complex, it is diffrcull 1q imsgine circumstances
a cr.rltural practice has an outcome that results in the death of all the infivifltrels
go extinct
contributing to the outcome. Even when particular Perlnaclones
(interlocking contingencies exist no more), the participants are usually concomitantly
participants in other permaclones. For exanple, although the interlocking
the
behavioral contingencies that constituted Sr-rnshine Savings no longer exist'
The
people whose behavior comprised parts of those contingencies still exist'
particular
prry"i""r sunival of people is rarely dependent on the sun'ival of arry
been
permaclone, at least in modern sociocultural system,s. Ttrere may bave

of humans whose behavior

perrnaclones
historical instances, however, where the extinction of particular
practice'
resulted in the disappearance of the individrtsls participating in the
particular
A third kind of outcome of interlocking behavioral contingencies of a
permaclone may be changes in the environrnent that enable more effectivebehavior

the entire evolution
of individuals and more effectivecrdtural practices. Presumably
resulted from the
ha"s
of sociocultural systems that appears to have occurred

the outcomes of
increasing complexity of behavioral environments that have been
earlier practices.
TROIIBLES A}ID ISSITES
the
As suggested by lvlatagodi and Jackson (1989), the problems confronting
by
sulfered
are
human race come in two forms: troubles and issues. Tboubles
infiyidrrals and are peculiar to their individual circumstances' When enough
this
individuals are confronted with the same sorts of troubles, one might consider
must relate in
a social issue. fhs similarities in the problems of those individuals
such
some way to the cultural practices in which those people participate.
10
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Problemsrnaynotberesolvableunlessthecultr.rralpracticesthemselvesare
addressed.

ways that impact people one at a
As change agents, people may intenrene in
of choice if extensive cbanges
time (or in srnall groups). This is likely the method
and if individusl behavior
are required in the behavioral repertoires of individuals
of extant cultural practices' Such behavior
change will be maintained in the context
and often requires considerable
change is the purview of clinicians and counsellors
If the desired outcome requires
time and individualized intenention technology.

multiplec}rarrgesinanindividual'srepertoire,thechangeagentmusthave
of that repertoire and 2) of the
knowledge of 1) behavioral content ctraracteristic
problem's'

the individual
particular contingencies maintaining the behavior causing
in a particular kind
result
that
sometimes it is possible to intenrene in ways
once. such mass technolory is
of behavior change in a number of people all at
poses serior'r's problems for society
especially important when the behavior ut i""rru
work on safety belt use and
as well as for the behaving individuals. Geller's
of research on behavior
driving under the inlluence of alcohol are examples
class of behavior in large nurnbers
technolory designed to impact a higtrly delimited
isolate
of individuals. Geller (in press) has been able to experimentally
belt
safety
of
and
ocqlrTence of DLII
environmental parameters contributing to the
that change the rate of occurrence
use and to devise environmental interventions
in large nurnbers of people concurrently
gs6lining
-^12--^t--^^-L.i-ir
step in creatively
Blglan (1991) appears to have taken an additional
to devise intenrentions tbat result
the analysis of behavior and of cultural practices
smokers' The actual target
in reduced rate of smoking of individuarlly unspecifred
contingencies in which snoking bebavior
of Biglan,s intenrentions is the interlocking
nonsun'irral are gtill
is embedded. But the entities targetJd for sut"r'ival and
behwioral units, not cultural units'
of interlocking contingencies
T]|e next step might be to examine various kinds
Experimental
to ascertain their re}ative effectiveness in producing outcomes.
serious attempts are being made to
analysis can oc:qrr at the cultural level' and
diffictllt to
analysis (Communidad Los Horcones' 1989)' It may be
conduct
"gg[
as large as a modem nationimagine experimenting with a sociocultural system
considerably smaller ttran tbat anyway'
state; but cultural le.rei units of analysis are

Behaviorarralysisbegarrbyexperimentallyamlyzngbasicbehavioralrrnitsand
cultural level may
advances at the
enormous pfogress has followed- Technological

girnilariyrequirethatculturalanalysisproceednfromthegrorrrrdup.n
from hunan behavior' we
In order to design solutions to pro;lems emanating
action designed to alfect directly
Eight first ascertain the conditions under which
Geller's work suggests that the
the behavior of individr:als can make a difference'
be changed by contingencies operating
repertoires of large numbers of people can
independently on each individual'
cannot be readily changed
In other casies, the behavior of specified individuals
11
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because the ctrange agent does not have access
to their specific behavioral
environments' Further, the changes required may involve
so urany individuals that
intervening in the behavioral environment of each is
entirely impractica! even if
feasible' In order to deal with these problems, what might
be cslled ,contingency
management" at the cultural level might be possible.
Indeed, s11sfu nrnanegementn
of cultural contingencies does apPear to occur
but the snnagement oc.curs with little
understanding of the processes involved, so the
changes are rarely those that are

desired.

For example, if financial support for (and thus continued
existence o0 a school
were contingent primarily on the performance
of its soccer team, one wo'ld not be
surprised if the behavioral contingencies defining
that permaclone included allowing
students to miss classes to practice soc'cer.
One might also predict that neademic
performance and classroom conditions would
be poor and effective instructional
technologr lacking.
By arranging a contingenry between anademic progress and
financial support

for the

school, selection would occur for altogether different
behavioral
contingencies. such a course of action is not as simple
as it may seem, however,
as reformers have discovered. such changes sometimes produce
unexpected
outcomes' Undesirable behavioral contingencies would be
especially likely if
"academic progressn could be fake4 or redefined
spuriously, or so dillicult to achieve
that failure (extinctiorVnonsunival) were inevitable.
Intenening at the cultural level might best be studied
on a smail scale. An
empirica[ and possibly even e:perimsnt^1, approach
may be possible if one takes the
permaclone as the evolutionarlr unit and
studies it carefirlly. One might ctrange the
outcome criterion gradually. one might monitor
closely the clranges in intertocking
behavioral contingencies that actually occur,
much as one monitors the changes in
a behavioral unit targeted for intenrention. one might
try replicating a successful
inten'ention several times before enacting legislation
that mandates all the schools
in a state or a school district perform to meet a new criterion.
one might
encourage innovation with respect to the new
interlocking contingencies that
svsnfrrelly meet the stuwival criterion. In this
way, cultural analysts may discover
the common characteristics of those permaclones that
meet the demands of the

selecting environnrent.
The experimental analysis of behavior rnay have much
to offer those who
would intervene in c'ltural practices tbat appear
to be going awry. Although
inten'ention is regularly practiced by legisratures,
courts, task forces, boards of
directors, and a variety of other self- or socially-appointed
indfu,idrrqls and groups,
the effects of those intenentions rarely seem to be
examined systematically. We
hope the present analysis moves un even a little
closer to the experimental a'alysis
of cultural practices. By understanding the evolutionarlr
processes aceounting for
behavioral and cultural content, we rury find
that ";i"g to save the world,,
(Skinner, 198?) is possible alter all.
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NOTE.S:

' Y: ut" discussing onJy the simplest c'"e. Permaclones rnay thernselves combine in higher-order
combinations of interlocking contingencies to form permaclonic
a
gntem which has its own cultural-level
outcome.
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